I examine the peach colored sky

Clouds wifting in the air, pinks, purples and oranges painting the sky

The day starts, bright and early

It’s luminous beauty resplendent like a diamond

Gorgeous flowers surrounding my feet

Roses, Daisies, even dazzling chrysanthemums

The steel arch reaching over me

Like a warm hug

On the branch next to me

I notice a Cardinal arrive

Uninvited, but welcome

It’s grace and beauty sparkling in the sunlight

It’s red wings stretching out like rubies

And it flies away, swept away by the wind

The day rapidly goes by

The sky, painted with blues and pinks

Smiles back at me

Skyscrapers twinkling in the darkness

As night falls, the sky dims darker

I look into the Mississippi river
And see the beauty of St. Louis

Full of artistry and delicacy